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We have been hearing about the "radical" Ryan budget. Would you believe it is 46% 
higher, in real terms, than Clinton's last budget? Investors.com has the story. Yes, 
we ran this last week. It is worth repeating. 
Even in a city known for hyperbole, the attacks by Democrats on Rep. Paul Ryan's budget plan 
stand out. 

It's "bad news in every single direction," said New York Rep. Carolyn Maloney, and "extreme 
and divisive," according to Rep. Diana DeGette of Colorado. 

House Democratic leader Nancy Pelosi said the budget is "not a statement of our national 
values," and her second in command, Maryland's Steny Hoyer, claimed the plan "represents a 
bleak future for America." 

President Obama went furthest, saying in a speech this week that Ryan's "draconian cuts" 
would "impose a radical vision on our country" and that it was "antithetical to our entire history." 
It is "so far to the right," he said, "that it makes the Contract with America look like the New 
Deal." 

So does Ryan's budget proposal live up to this radical billing? 

Not at all. That is, not unless you'd call Obama's Democratic predecessor, Bill Clinton, an even 
more extreme radical. 

Under Ryan's plan, the federal government would be 46% bigger in real terms than it was in 
2000, which was President Clinton's last year in office. 

  
  
  
Neal Boortz details the instructions given to the media by the president.  
Now, is Paul Ryan’s plan perfect?  Absolutely not.  It doesn’t cut spending enough.  It doesn’t 
call for the elimination of the Department of Education.  It doesn’t call for severely reigning in the 
EPA.  Ryan’s plan is still, in a sense, a big government plan … but it provides for smaller, big 
government.  Yet Obama labels this as “radical” and then has the audacity to scold his very own 
ObamaMedia for not giving him more credit in this battle.  He says … 

“I think that there is oftentimes the impulse to suggest that if the two parties are disagreeing that 
they are equally at fault and the truth lies somewhere in the middle, equivalence is presented, 
which reinforces people’s cynicism about Washington in general.  This is not a situation where 
there is equivalence.” 

Are you hearing this?  Obama is telling the ObamaMedia that they are not understanding that 
this budget impasse is not his fault.  Nope.  ...  In this case, disagreement is because the 
Republicans are being unreasonable, unlike Dear Ruler.  He continues … 



“So, as all of you are doing your reporting, I think it’s important to remember, the positions I’m 
taking now on the budget and a host of other issues, if we’d been having this discussion 20 
years ago, or even 15 years ago, would have been considered squarely centrist positions.  
What’s changed is the center of the Republican Party. That’s certainly true with the budget.” 

Now we get it!  Obama is a reasonable man who is not saying anything different than he has 
said from the beginning.  The Republicans, however, are the ones who have become more 
radical over the years.  I, the great and powerful Obama, am a centrist, while the Republicans 
are the radical extremists.  Got it?  

  
  
Debra Saunders puts the lie to the claim Obama is a centrist.   
President Obama chastised the media last week. "I think that there is oftentimes the impulse to 
suggest that if the two parties are disagreeing, then they're equally at fault and the truth lies 
somewhere in the middle," the president chided those attending the American Society of 
Newspaper Editors luncheon. 

Obama also claimed that he holds positions that 20 or 15 years ago "would have been 
considered squarely centrist positions. What's changed is the center of the Republican Party." 
Oh, and Ronald Reagan "could not get through a Republican primary today."  

Yet many in the media don't ask: Where are the moderate Democrats?  

When the U.S. Supreme Court rules on the constitutionality of the individual mandate in 
Obamacare, court observers expect all four U.S. Supreme Court justices appointed by 
Democrats to back Obama. If any justices depart from their ideology, it will be Justice Anthony 
Kennedy (appointed by Reagan) and perhaps Chief Justice John Roberts.  

So how did Obama vote on Roberts after President George W. Bush nominated him to the big 
bench in 2005? The Senate approved Roberts in a 78-22 vote. Good liberals like Chris Dodd of 
Connecticut and Russ Feingold of Wisconsin, who no longer serve in the Senate, were among 
the 22 Democrats who supported Roberts. Other yes votes - Nebraska's Ben Nelson and 
Connecticut's Joe Lieberman - probably can't win and aren't running for re-election.  

Obama voted no on Roberts. Vice President Joe Biden also voted no. In 2006, when the Senate 
approved Justice Samuel Alito 72-25, Obama and Biden voted against him, too. The Democrats' 
2004 presidential nominee, Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass., voted against Roberts and Alito. ... 

  
  
  
Karl Rove says we can count on the president taking the low road.  
... He will distort beyond recognition his opponent's arguments. For example, he explained to 
news executives at the AP that Republicans want to "convert more of our investments in 
education and research and health care into tax cuts—especially for the wealthy." Actually, no 
one has suggested that. 



No honest differences are possible with Mr. Obama. He will impugn the motives of any who 
disagree with him. As he told the AP, his opponents want to "let businesses pollute more and 
treat workers and consumers with impunity." His agenda "isn't a partisan feeling . . . [it]isn't a 
Democratic or Republican idea. It's patriotism." To disagree with him is unpatriotic. That's to be 
expected from Republicans, whom Mr. Obama says stand for "thinly veiled social Darwinism . . . 
[that is] antithetical to our entire history." 

Mr. Obama will build entire edifices on top of one fake premise, all dressed up in one big phony 
assumption. Take the House GOP budget plan. It increases federal outlays from roughly $3.6 
trillion this year to nearly $4.9 trillion in 2022. In the AP speech the president called this a "cut" 
because he wants to increase spending to $5.8 trillion in 2022.  

He warned that if the GOP's "cuts . . . were to be spread out evenly across the budget," then 
"Alzheimer's and cancer and AIDS" research would be slashed, 10 million college students 
denied assistance, and "thousands" of researchers and teachers "could lose their jobs." But 
Republicans don't cut across the board. Instead, their focus is on waste, duplication, programs 
that do not work, and on reform. 

As he did Tuesday at Florida Atlantic University, Mr. Obama will attack "these same trickle-down 
theories" about taxes that almost led to "a second Great Depression." But if the Bush tax cuts 
were so evil, why didn't Mr. Obama repeal them during his first two years, when his party 
controlled both houses of Congress? Instead, in December 2010 Mr. Obama agreed to extend 
them for two more years. ... 

  
  
The "Ann Romney never worked a day in her life" kerfuffle gets Jennifer Rubin's 
treatment.  
Overnight President Obama’s faux “war on women” attack on Mitt Romney blew up in his face. It 
is fitting that a gimmick should boomerang this quickly and this severely, maybe giving Romney 
the first big break of the race. 

By now you’ve probably heard that Hilary Rosen, a sometime White House adviser and frequent 
visitor, on CNN attacked the most popular person in the campaign, Ann Romney, with a cartoon 
version of left-leaning feminism, declaring that the mother of five who has battle multiple 
sclerosis and cancer “never worked a day in her life.” (Query why the conservative on the panel 
sat there like a lump on the log. Maybe a few more conservative women on CNN would balance 
the coverage. He claims to have “missed it.” Indeed.) No, this really happened. Honest. But it 
didn’t stop. Rosen took to Twitter to dig her hole deeper and deeper, never apologizing. (At this 
point Republicans should be humming Dayenu.)  

But it didn’t end there. Obama political hacks David Axelrod and Jim Messina took to Twitter to 
condemn the remarks and to call on Rosen to apologize, thereby making Rosen seem closer to 
the president’s campaign (and the campaign more responsible for her gaffe than might 
otherwise be the case). And — yup — it didn’t end there. Ann Romney now is on Twitter and got 
a gazillion followers in just hours. Her first tweet was a keeper: “I made a choice to stay home 
and raise five boys. Believe me, it was hard work.” 



Needless to say, the “war on women” has taken on a whole new tone. Let’s count the ways this 
is just awful for Obama and/or Democrats more generally. There are a few, so find a 
comfortable seat. 

First, Obama, as a conservative pundit put it, just went a long way toward solidifying Romney’s 
base, especially among social conservatives who loathe elites who look down on stay-at-home 
moms.  

Second, it feeds into the cliche that liberals love humanity but hate people. In this case they love 
womanhood but treat their own employees and conservative women like dirt. ... 

  
  
This is ironic. Alana Goodman says Hillary Rosen was hired to get Debbie 
WasserFace to tone down her combativeness.  
On “Anderson Cooper 360″ last night, Hilary Rosen slammed Ann Romney for “never actually 
work[ing] a day in her life.” Within two hours, both David Axelrod and Obama campaign 
manager Jim Messina were scrambling to distance themselves from Rosen’s comments on 
Twitter. 

Why is the Obama campaign so concerned? Apparently Rosen was enlisted in February to 
advise Democratic National Committee Chair Debbie Wasserman Schultz on public relations 
(h/t Jim Geraghty’s invaluable Morning Jolt). The Wall Street Journal reported on Feb. 16 that 
Rosen was brought on to “tone down” DWS’s image: 

Obama advisers have occasionally told [Wasserman Schultz] to “tone it down” and “back off a 
smidgen,” Ms. Wasserman Schultz says. She agreed with them to enlist two seasoned 
Democratic female pros, Anita Dunn and Hilary Rosen, to begin giving her occasional political 
advice and media training, advisers say. “I’m glad to get constructive criticism,” Ms. Wasserman 
Schultz says. ... 

  
  
You know things aren't going well for Obama, when Dana Milbank thinks the "Buffett 
Rule" is a gimmick.  
President Obama admits it: His proposed “Buffett Rule” tax on millionaires is a gimmick. 

“There are others who are saying: ‘Well, this is just a gimmick. Just taxing millionaires and 
billionaires, just imposing the Buffett Rule, won’t do enough to close the deficit,’ ” Obama 
declared Wednesday. “Well, I agree.”  

Actually, the gimmick was apparent even without the president’s acknowledgment. He gave his 
remarks in a room in the White House complex adorned with campaign-style photos of his 
factory tours. On stage with him were eight props: four millionaires, each paired with a middle-
class assistant. The octet smiled and nodded so much as Obama made his case that it 
appeared the president was sharing the stage with eight bobbleheads.  



And if that’s not enough evidence of gimmickry, after his speech Obama’s reelection campaign 
unveiled an online tax calculator “to see how your tax rate stacks up against Mitt Romney’s — 
and then see what the Buffett Rule would do.” 

Obama argued that his plan to make sure that those earning north of $1 million a year don’t pay 
a lower tax rate than average Americans — although gimmicky and insufficient — is an 
advance. “The notion that it doesn’t solve the entire problem doesn’t mean that we shouldn’t do 
it at all,” he explained.  

That’s true, to a point. But Obama’s claim that the Buffett Rule “is something that will get us 
moving in the right direction toward fairness” would be more convincing if he took other steps in 
that direction, too.  

Three years into his presidency, Obama has not introduced a plan for comprehensive tax reform 
— arguably the most important vehicle for fixing the nation’s finances and boosting long-term 
economic growth. ... 

  
  
Good News! WSJ says there are twice as many Emperor Penguins as previously 
thought. The next question is how come we didn't know this before? If we have just 
come to our senses on the penguin census, what else don't we know?  
Antarctica has twice as many emperor penguins as scientists had thought, according to a new 
study using satellite imagery in the first comprehensive survey of one of the world's most iconic 
birds.  

British and U.S. geospatial mapping experts reported Friday in the journal PLoS One that they 
had counted 595,000 emperor penguins living in 46 colonies along the coast of Antarctica, 
compared with previous estimates of 270,000 to 350,000 penguins based on surveys of just five 
colonies. The researchers also discovered four previously unknown emperor-penguin colonies 
and confirmed the location of three others. 

Researchers are using satellite data to track penguins and seals across the coldest region on 
earth without disturbing them - and without leaving home. WSJ's Robert Lee Hotz 
reports.(Originally published 04/2010). 

"It is good news from a conservation point of view," said geographer Peter Fretwell at the British 
Antarctic Survey in Cambridge, England, who led the penguin satellite census. "This is the first 
comprehensive census of a species taken from space."  

Although all of Antarctica's wildlife is protected by international treaty, the emperor penguins are 
not an officially endangered species. But they are considered a bellwether of any future climate 
changes in Antarctica because their icy habitat is so sensitive to rising temperatures. ... 

  
  
 
 



The humor section starts with Joe Biden who did not get the memo. This from The 
Corner.  
This week, Hilary Rosen, who is to communications what Mohammed Saeed al-Sahaf (We 
know him as Baghdad Bob) was to information, said this: 

“Can we just get rid of this word, “war on women”? The Obama campaign does not use it, 
President Obama does not use it — this is something that the Republicans are accusing people 
of using, but they’re actually the ones spreading it.” 

Although a huge number of Democrats have used the phrase — Jim Geraghty has compiled an 
excellent list — Rosen was technically correct that the Obama team hadn’t used it. 

Until yesterday, that is. Enter Joe Biden, right on cue: 

Vice President Joe Biden said Thursday he believes the right’s “war on women is real” and 
could be particularly salient during the multiple Supreme Court appointments he expects to 
come during the next president’s term. 

“I think the war on women is real,” Biden said in an interview he sat for with MSNBC’s Ed 
Schultz as part of a campaign trip to New Hampshire to talk up the Buffett rule. “And, look, I tell 
you where it’s going to intensify: The next president of the United States is going to get to name 
one and possibly two or more members of the Supreme Court.” 

As Jonah Goldberg brilliantly chronicles in the latest issue of National Review, Biden can pretty 
much always be relied upon to ruin everything. Still, the second part of his speech gives an 
insight into one of the framing tactics the Obama administration is going to employ in the run-up 
to November, especially if Obamacare is struck down. 

  
 
 
 

  
  
Investors.com 
'Radical' Ryan Budget Spends 46% More than Clinton's 
by John Merline 
  
Even in a city known for hyperbole, the attacks by Democrats on Rep. Paul Ryan's budget plan 
stand out. 

It's "bad news in every single direction," said New York Rep. Carolyn Maloney, and "extreme 
and divisive," according to Rep. Diana DeGette of Colorado. 

House Democratic leader Nancy Pelosi said the budget is "not a statement of our national 
values," and her second in command, Maryland's Steny Hoyer, claimed the plan "represents a 
bleak future for America." 



President Obama went furthest, saying in a speech this week that Ryan's "draconian cuts" 
would "impose a radical vision on our country" and that it was "antithetical to our entire history." 
It is "so far to the right," he said, "that it makes the Contract with America look like the New 
Deal." 

So does Ryan's budget proposal live up to this radical billing? 

Not at all. That is, not unless you'd call Obama's Democratic predecessor, Bill Clinton, an even 
more extreme radical. 

Under Ryan's plan, the federal government would be 46% bigger in real terms than it was in 
2000, which was President Clinton's last year in office. That percentage comes from an IBD 
analysis of budget data. 

Even if you take out entitlement spending — which has been increasing at a fast pace due 
largely to rising health costs and the aging of the population — and focus on discretionary 
outlays, the government would spend 30% more under Ryan's plan than Clinton's last budget. 

If you further adjust for inflation and population growth, Ryan's budget still spends more than 
Clinton's. 

Looked at another way, Ryan's budget would peg federal spending in 2013 at 22.2% of gross 
domestic product. In Clinton's last year in office, federal spending accounted for just 18.2% of 
the economy. 

While Ryan's plan would bring spending down as a share of GDP over the next decade, the 
lowest it would ever reach is 19.3% — still more than a full percentage point higher than where it 
stood when Clinton left office. 

And Ryan's budget is more generous than the long-term historical average, with average 
spending over the next decade slightly higher as a share of GDP — 20% — than the post-World 
War II average of 19.8%. 

Democrats have also zeroed in on Ryan's tax reform plan, saying it showers money on the rich 
by lowering the top rate to 25%. But while Ryan would replace the current code with just two 
marginal tax brackets — 10% and 25% — he'd also cut loopholes to simplify the code and 
widen the base. 

In that sense, Ryan's plan isn't much different from the proposals offered by Obama's own 
bipartisan deficit reduction which suggested a similar exchange of lower marginal rates for fewer 
tax loopholes. While the commission suggested three tax brackets, it put the top rate at 23% to 
28%. 

What's more, Ryan's plan produces tax revenues over the next decade equal to 18.3% of GDP, 
which is higher than the postwar average of 17.7%. 

Nor are Ryan's proposed changes to Medicare radical. In fact, the "premium support" idea at the 
core of his reform has a strong bipartisan pedigree, having been proposed in the past by former 
Democratic Sen. John Breaux and former Clinton budget director Alice Rivlin. 



Ryan's current plan, meanwhile, has attracted the support of Sen. Ron Wyden, D-Ore. 

Former Congressional Budget Office director Douglas Holtz-Eakin described Ryan's plan as 
"responsible and reasonable" and said that those who attack it "are obligated to answer this 
question: What is your plan for comprehensive tax reform? Entitlement reform? Preserving 
America's security?" 

He added that "the president's budgets are notoriously silent on these crucial issues, and the 
Senate under the Democrats' leadership has no budget whatsoever." 

  
  
Neal Boortz 
Obama lectures the Obamamedia 

As if his rhetoric on the Ryan budget wasn’t enough, Caesar Obammus actually had the gonads 
to give the media a lecture on their coverage of this budget debate.  Here are a few things to 
consider, before we get to Obama’s comments.  Some stats from Americans for Prosperity. 

 Over the next ten years (2013-2022), the Ryan budget spends $5.3 trillion less than what 
Barack Obama proposed. 

 Obama’s budget proposes government spending at 23.4 percent of GDP in 2013, falling 
slowly to a still-high 22.8 percent of GDP after ten years. Ryan’s proposal starts with 
government spending at just 22.2 percent of GDP in 2013, and reaching 19.8 percent in 
2022. 

 Obama’s budget calls for a net tax increase of nearly $2 trillion over the next ten years.  
Ryan’s plan cuts individual tax rates (two brackets at 10 percent and 25 percent) and 
corporate tax rates (top rate of 25 percent and an elimination of repatriation taxes by 
moving to a “territorial” system) but also by eliminating tax credits and exemptions that 
distort the economy and add complexity to the tax code. 

 Obama proposed policies would add $6.4 trillion to our national debt over the next ten 
years, with annual deficits never falling below $488 billion. Paul Ryan would slash those 
cumulative deficits by $3.3 trillion over ten years and puts the country on the path to 
completely pay of the national debt by the year 2050. 

Now, is Paul Ryan’s plan perfect?  Absolutely not.  It doesn’t cut spending enough.  It doesn’t 
call for the elimination of the Department of Education.  It doesn’t call for severely reigning in the 
EPA.  Ryan’s plan is still, in a sense, a big government plan … but it provides for smaller, big 
government.  Yet Obama labels this as “radical” and then has the audacity to scold his very own 
ObamaMedia for not giving him more credit in this battle.  He says … 

“I think that there is oftentimes the impulse to suggest that if the two parties are disagreeing that 
they are equally at fault and the truth lies somewhere in the middle, equivalence is presented, 
which reinforces people’s cynicism about Washington in general.  This is not a situation where 
there is equivalence.” 



Are you hearing this?  Obama is telling the ObamaMedia that they are not understanding that 
this budget impasse is not his fault.  Nope.  What was one of Hitler’s rules: Never admit fault or 
wrong doing.  In this case, disagreement is because the Republicans are being unreasonable, 
unlike Dear Ruler.  He continues … 

“So, as all of you are doing your reporting, I think it’s important to remember, the positions I’m 
taking now on the budget and a host of other issues, if we’d been having this discussion 20 
years ago, or even 15 years ago, would have been considered squarely centrist positions.  
What’s changed is the center of the Republican Party. That’s certainly true with the budget.” 

Now we get it!  Obama is a reasonable man who is not saying anything different than he has 
said from the beginning.  The Republicans, however, are the ones who have become more 
radical over the years.  I, the great and powerful Obama, am a centrist, while the Republicans 
are the radical extremists.  Got it?  

  
  
San Francisco Chronicle 
Barack Obama is no centrist 
by Debra J. Saunders 

President Obama chastised the media last week. "I think that there is oftentimes the impulse to 
suggest that if the two parties are disagreeing, then they're equally at fault and the truth lies 
somewhere in the middle," the president chided those attending the American Society of 
Newspaper Editors luncheon. 

Obama also claimed that he holds positions that 20 or 15 years ago "would have been 
considered squarely centrist positions. What's changed is the center of the Republican Party." 
Oh, and Ronald Reagan "could not get through a Republican primary today."  

Yet many in the media don't ask: Where are the moderate Democrats?  

When the U.S. Supreme Court rules on the constitutionality of the individual mandate in 
Obamacare, court observers expect all four U.S. Supreme Court justices appointed by 
Democrats to back Obama. If any justices depart from their ideology, it will be Justice Anthony 
Kennedy (appointed by Reagan) and perhaps Chief Justice John Roberts.  

So how did Obama vote on Roberts after President George W. Bush nominated him to the big 
bench in 2005? The Senate approved Roberts in a 78-22 vote. Good liberals like Chris Dodd of 
Connecticut and Russ Feingold of Wisconsin, who no longer serve in the Senate, were among 
the 22 Democrats who supported Roberts. Other yes votes - Nebraska's Ben Nelson and 
Connecticut's Joe Lieberman - probably can't win and aren't running for re-election.  

Obama voted no on Roberts. Vice President Joe Biden also voted no. In 2006, when the Senate 
approved Justice Samuel Alito 72-25, Obama and Biden voted against him, too. The Democrats' 
2004 presidential nominee, Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass., voted against Roberts and Alito. 

Then there's Obama's conceit that his political positions would be considered "squarely centrist" 
15 to 20 years ago.  



Two decades ago, "access" to birth control meant that no law prevented women from getting a 
prescription for the pill or other contraceptives. "Access" didn't mean what it means to this 
administration - no insurance co-payments for birth control, even for health plans funded by 
church-based institutions with deeply held religious objections to birth control.  

In 1996, President Clinton signed the Defense of Marriage Act, which defines marriage as a 
union between a man and woman and denies federal benefits to same-sex partners. The House 
passed the bill 342-67 - 118 Dems voted yes; the Senate passed it 85-14. Biden voted yes. It 
was the centrist position in 1996. 

In 2008, Obama promised to repeal DOMA if elected. Rather than push for a repeal vote, 
however, the administration announced last year that the Department of Justice would no longer 
defend the law against legal challenges. A centrist should support the rule of law, not tempt the 
courts to topple a law passed by a strong majority in Congress. 

After moving his party to the far left, Obama expresses outrage that Reagan couldn't win a GOP 
primary - even as Republicans seem poised to nominate Mitt Romney over objections from their 
party's conservative base. He must think that if he keeps calling Republicans radical, the press 
will repeat his mantra without checking his record. 

  
  
WSJ 
Obama's Campaign Will Take the Low Road  
The 2008 pledge not 'to pit Red America against Blue America' is no longer operative. 
by Karl Rove 

Rick Santorum's decision Tuesday to suspend his campaign effectively ends the GOP 
nomination fight. But it doesn't mark the start of the general election between Mitt Romney and 
Barack Obama. That contest has long been under way. Mr. Obama's speech to the Associated 
Press last week and two appearances in Florida on Tuesday provide a glimpse of the low road 
the president and his campaign likely will take.  

He will distort beyond recognition his opponent's arguments. For example, he explained to news 
executives at the AP that Republicans want to "convert more of our investments in education 
and research and health care into tax cuts—especially for the wealthy." Actually, no one has 
suggested that. 

No honest differences are possible with Mr. Obama. He will impugn the motives of any who 
disagree with him. As he told the AP, his opponents want to "let businesses pollute more and 
treat workers and consumers with impunity." His agenda "isn't a partisan feeling . . . [it]isn't a 
Democratic or Republican idea. It's patriotism." To disagree with him is unpatriotic. That's to be 
expected from Republicans, whom Mr. Obama says stand for "thinly veiled social Darwinism . . . 
[that is] antithetical to our entire history." 

Mr. Obama will build entire edifices on top of one fake premise, all dressed up in one big phony 
assumption. Take the House GOP budget plan. It increases federal outlays from roughly $3.6 
trillion this year to nearly $4.9 trillion in 2022. In the AP speech the president called this a "cut" 
because he wants to increase spending to $5.8 trillion in 2022.  



He warned that if the GOP's "cuts . . . were to be spread out evenly across the budget," then 
"Alzheimer's and cancer and AIDS" research would be slashed, 10 million college students 
denied assistance, and "thousands" of researchers and teachers "could lose their jobs." But 
Republicans don't cut across the board. Instead, their focus is on waste, duplication, programs 
that do not work, and on reform. 

As he did Tuesday at Florida Atlantic University, Mr. Obama will attack "these same trickle-down 
theories" about taxes that almost led to "a second Great Depression." But if the Bush tax cuts 
were so evil, why didn't Mr. Obama repeal them during his first two years, when his party 
controlled both houses of Congress? Instead, in December 2010 Mr. Obama agreed to extend 
them for two more years.  

To divert attention from his administration's many failures, Mr. Obama will also offer poll-tested 
nuggets that pit the many against the few. Take Tuesday's demands for the so-called "Buffett 
Rule," a new 30% tax on anyone making $1 million a year. 

He claimed at a California fund raiser last fall that this would "stabilize our debt and deficits for 
the next decade." But Congress's Joint Committee on Taxation projects it will only raise $47 
billion in the next 10 years while Mr. Obama's budget spends $46.9 trillion and adds $9.6 trillion 
to the debt during that time. The Buffett Rule would cover 17 days of the president's next 
decade of deficits.  

What Mr. Obama calls a "loophole" is the policy of taxing capital gains and dividends at a lower 
rate than income. He favors penalizing savings and investment when America needs more of 
both.  

Among Mr. Obama's more appealing 2008 campaign lines were his pledge not "to pit Red 
America against Blue America" and his promise to "resist the temptation to fall back on the 
same partisanship and pettiness and immaturity that has poisoned our politics for so long." 

Mr. Obama gave into that temptation the moment he was inaugurated. His harsh attacks, angry 
misrepresentations and outright falsehoods are light years away from the message of unity and 
post-partisanship that propelled him into the Oval Office. 

Mr. Romney will need to tap into the disappointment and regret that many Americans, even the 
president's supporters, feel about Mr. Obama. Yet while setting the record straight about the last 
three dismal years and Mr. Obama's attacks is important, it is not enough. Winning candidates 
for the American presidency offer a positive, optimistic agenda that reassures voters about what 
they will do once in the White House.  

Mr. Romney also should remind Americans of Mr. Obama's lofty words from his 2008 
acceptance speech at the Democratic Convention in Denver. There he said, "If you don't have 
any fresh ideas, then you use stale tactics to scare voters. If you don't have a record to run on, 
then you paint your opponent as someone people should run from."  

Mr. Obama attacked such a strategy then. Lacking any fresh ideas or a record to run on, it's the 
strategy he's adopted now. 

  



  
Right Turn 
Attacking Ann Romney — yeah, that’s the ticket! 
by Jennifer Rubin 

Overnight President Obama’s faux “war on women” attack on Mitt Romney blew up in his face. It 
is fitting that a gimmick should boomerang this quickly and this severely, maybe giving Romney 
the first big break of the race. 

By now you’ve probably heard that Hilary Rosen, a sometime White House adviser and frequent 
visitor, on CNN attacked the most popular person in the campaign, Ann Romney, with a cartoon 
version of left-leaning feminism, declaring that the mother of five who has battle multiple 
sclerosis and cancer “never worked a day in her life.” (Query why the conservative on the panel 
sat there like a lump on the log. Maybe a few more conservative women on CNN would balance 
the coverage. He claims to have “missed it.” Indeed.) No, this really happened. Honest. But it 
didn’t stop. Rosen took to Twitter to dig her hole deeper and deeper, never apologizing. (At this 
point Republicans should be humming Dayenu.)  

But it didn’t end there. Obama political hacks David Axelrod and Jim Messina took to Twitter to 
condemn the remarks and to call on Rosen to apologize, thereby making Rosen seem closer to 
the president’s campaign (and the campaign more responsible for her gaffe than might 
otherwise be the case). And — yup — it didn’t end there. Ann Romney now is on Twitter and got 
a gazillion followers in just hours. Her first tweet was a keeper: “I made a choice to stay home 
and raise five boys. Believe me, it was hard work.” 

Needless to say, the “war on women” has taken on a whole new tone. Let’s count the ways this 
is just awful for Obama and/or Democrats more generally. There are a few, so find a 
comfortable seat. 

First, Obama, as a conservative pundit put it, just went a long way toward solidifying Romney’s 
base, especially among social conservatives who loathe elites who look down on stay-at-home 
moms.  

Second, it feeds into the cliche that liberals love humanity but hate people. In this case they love 
womanhood but treat their own employees and conservative women like dirt. 

Third, the “war on women” just became Romney’s vehicle for narrowing the gender gap, 
especially among women with children. 

Fourth, this points to the absurdity of Obama’s approach to the campaign — nonstop negativity 
and gimmicks.When one goes awry, what’s he got to say? 

Fifth, there will be a new term in politics: A Rosen. That is a gaffe of epic proportions that is 
magnified by the gaffer’s own stubbornness and insistence on digging deeper.  

Sixth, Hilary Rosen, who makes her living in PR (irony alert), better find other work. She’s really 
terrible at her job, if this is any indication. 



Seventh, Ann Romney becomes an even bigger superstar and asset than she was before. 
Provided she doesn’t overplay it, she can be truly successful in reaching out to female voters 
and humanizing her husband. 

Eighth, Romney has the chance for one of those revealing human moments that the campaign 
has generally shied away from. Some righteous anger or a loving defense of his wife, you can 
bet, is coming up. It’s the equivalent of the Al-Tipper Gore kiss. Americans, if Romney does this 
well, are about to say, “Wow! He has a pulse.” 

Ninth, this is possibly the first Twitter-driven political kerfuffle, playing out in the evening and 
without much input from either traditional media or blogs. The good news for Republicans is 
they have learned to master social media. Better news is that the Romney team moved with 
“lightning speed” to capitalize on this. Team Romney is more nimble than it has been in the 
past. 

Tenth, I suspect not even the left blogosphere is going to save the president on this one. Yes, 
the bloggers will snort that this is all overplayed (not very credible from those who wrote 
thousands of words about Etch-a-Sketch). Yes, they will say that even though Messina and 
Axelrod leapt to condemn Rosen’s remarks, that it is not like Obama spoke these words. (Cue 
the laughter from Eric Fehrnstrom.) But really this is such a mess, it may be better to cut their 
losses, condemn Rosen for being idiotic and try to move on. Good luck with that, fellas. 

  
  
Contentions 
DNC Adviser Blasts Ann Romney 
by Alana Goodman 

On “Anderson Cooper 360″ last night, Hilary Rosen slammed Ann Romney for “never actually 
work[ing] a day in her life.” Within two hours, both David Axelrod and Obama campaign 
manager Jim Messina were scrambling to distance themselves from Rosen’s comments on 
Twitter. 

Why is the Obama campaign so concerned? Apparently Rosen was enlisted in February to 
advise Democratic National Committee Chair Debbie Wasserman Schultz on public relations 
(h/t Jim Geraghty’s invaluable Morning Jolt). The Wall Street Journal reported on Feb. 16 that 
Rosen was brought on to “tone down” DWS’s image: 

Obama advisers have occasionally told [Wasserman Schultz] to “tone it down” and “back off a 
smidgen,” Ms. Wasserman Schultz says. She agreed with them to enlist two seasoned 
Democratic female pros, Anita Dunn and Hilary Rosen, to begin giving her occasional political 
advice and media training, advisers say. “I’m glad to get constructive criticism,” Ms. Wasserman 
Schultz says. 

The media pros prepped her for an important Jan. 13 appearance on the “Bill Maher Show”—
from her tone to her clothes (they know better than to suggest she blow out her curly hair, 
advisers say). Ms. Wasserman Schultz had lots of “don’t” instructions: Don’t make news, don’t 
try to be funny, don’t laugh at the comedian’s jokes, don’t use your hands (although she balled 
her fists at one point and did “karate chops” when making her points). Her biggest “do:” Attack 



Mitt Romney, which she managed to do despite the topic of discussion: Marines urinating on 
dead Taliban fighters. 

Despite the backlash from conservatives and the repudiation from the Obama campaign, Rosen 
stood behind her comments in a lengthy post on Anderson Cooper’s blog: 

“My wife has the occasion, as you know, to campaign on her own and also with me,” Romney 
told newspaper editors, “and she reports to me regularly that the issue women care about most 
is the economy.” 

So it begs the question, is Ann Romney Mitt’s touchstone for women who are struggling 
economically or not? Nothing in Ann Romney’s history as we have heard it — hardworking mom 
she may have been — leads me to believe that Mitt has chosen the right expert to get feedback 
on this problem he professes to be so concerned about. 

I have nothing against Ann Romney. She seems like a nice lady who has raised nice boys, 
struggled with illness and handles its long-term effects with grace and dignity. I admire her grit in 
talking about her illness publicly. 

What is more important to me and 57 percent of current women voters is her husband saying he 
supports women’s economic issues because they are the only issues that matter to us and then 
he fails on even those. 

Rosen certainly helped “tone down” and “soften” Wasserman Schultz’s image last night, if only 
because she was the one making the inflammatory charges, not DWS. The question now is 
whether Messina and Axelrod will stand behind their own criticism of Rosen — that her 
comments were “offensive” and “inappropriate” and merit an apology. Will Wasserman Schultz 
and the DNC cut off Rosen’s advisory role? Or is the Obama campaign content to use Rosen as 
an attack dog and private consultant, while outwardly shunning her attacks on their opponent’s 
wife? 

  
  
Washington Post 
Rebuffing Obama’s gimmicky ‘Buffett Rule’ 
by Dana Milbank 

President Obama admits it: His proposed “Buffett Rule” tax on millionaires is a gimmick. 

“There are others who are saying: ‘Well, this is just a gimmick. Just taxing millionaires and 
billionaires, just imposing the Buffett Rule, won’t do enough to close the deficit,’ ” Obama 
declared Wednesday. “Well, I agree.”  

Actually, the gimmick was apparent even without the president’s acknowledgment. He gave his 
remarks in a room in the White House complex adorned with campaign-style photos of his 
factory tours. On stage with him were eight props: four millionaires, each paired with a middle-
class assistant. The octet smiled and nodded so much as Obama made his case that it 
appeared the president was sharing the stage with eight bobbleheads.  



And if that’s not enough evidence of gimmickry, after his speech Obama’s reelection campaign 
unveiled an online tax calculator “to see how your tax rate stacks up against Mitt Romney’s — 
and then see what the Buffett Rule would do.” 

Obama argued that his plan to make sure that those earning north of $1 million a year don’t pay 
a lower tax rate than average Americans — although gimmicky and insufficient — is an 
advance. “The notion that it doesn’t solve the entire problem doesn’t mean that we shouldn’t do 
it at all,” he explained.  

That’s true, to a point. But Obama’s claim that the Buffett Rule “is something that will get us 
moving in the right direction toward fairness” would be more convincing if he took other steps in 
that direction, too.  

Three years into his presidency, Obama has not introduced a plan for comprehensive tax reform 
— arguably the most important vehicle for fixing the nation’s finances and boosting long-term 
economic growth. His opponents haven’t done much better, but that doesn’t excuse the 
president’s failures: appointing the Simpson-Bowles commission and then disregarding its 
findings, offering a plan for business tax reform only, and issuing a series of platitudes. The 
Buffett Rule, rather than overhauling the tax code, would simply add another layer. 

A search of the White House Web site yields 17,400 mentions of the Buffett Rule — a proposal 
that would bring in $47 billion over 10 years, much of that from 22,000 wealthy households. By 
contrast, the alternative minimum tax gets fewer than 600 mentions on the site. The AMT, if not 
changed, will take about $1 trillion over a decade from millions of taxpayers, many of whom earn 
less than $200,000 a year.  

Obama’s prioritization is no mystery: The populist Buffett Rule polls well. This explains its 
inclusion in countless presidential speeches and statements. White House reporters, tiring of the 
theme, have proposed a Jimmy Buffett Rule (three-drink minimum) and a Buffet Rule (Newt 
Gingrich would be an obvious candidate).  

The politics of the Buffett Rule — it has no chance of passing when the Senate takes it up next 
week — are so overt that Obama’s remarks Wednesday were virtually indistinguishable from a 
section of his campaign speech in Florida on Tuesday.  

Wednesday: “If we’re going to keep giving somebody like me or some of the people in this room 
tax breaks that we don’t need and we can’t afford, then one of two things happens: Either you’ve 
got to borrow more money to pay down a deeper deficit, or .�.�. you’ve got to tell seniors to pay 
a little bit more for their Medicare. You’ve got to tell the college student, ‘We’re going to have to 
charge you higher interest rates on your student loan.’ .�.�. That’s not right.”  

Tuesday: “If somebody like me, who is doing just fine, gets tax breaks I don’t need and that the 
country can’t afford, then one of two things is going to happen: Either it gets added to our deficit 
.�.�. or, alternatively, you’ve got to take it away from somebody else — a student who’s trying 
to pay for their college, or a senior trying to get by with Social Security and Medicare. .�.�. 
That’s not right.”  

Parts of Obama’s “official” speech will no doubt be repeated on the stump, including the points 
that “we just need some of the Republican politicians here in Washington to get on board with 



where the country is,” that Obama cut taxes 17 times (the bobbleheads nodded in agreement), 
and the contention that Republicans today would view Ronald Reagan as a “wild-eyed, socialist, 
tax-hiking class warrior.” 

Nothing is inherently wrong with campaign-style rhetoric from the White House; George W. 
Bush used it repeatedly to pass his tax cuts and in his attempt at a Social Security overhaul. 
The pity is that Obama doesn’t use his unrivaled political skill to sell a tax plan of more 
consequence — and less gimmickry.  

  
  
  
  
WSJ 
Emperor Penguins Aplenty in Antarctica 
by Robert Lee Hotz 

 

         Emperor penguins on the sea ice close to Halley Research Station 

Antarctica has twice as many emperor penguins as scientists had thought, according to a new 
study using satellite imagery in the first comprehensive survey of one of the world's most iconic 
birds.  

British and U.S. geospatial mapping experts reported Friday in the journal PLoS One that they 
had counted 595,000 emperor penguins living in 46 colonies along the coast of Antarctica, 
compared with previous estimates of 270,000 to 350,000 penguins based on surveys of just five 
colonies. The researchers also discovered four previously unknown emperor-penguin colonies 
and confirmed the location of three others. 



Researchers are using satellite data to track penguins and seals across the coldest region on 
earth without disturbing them - and without leaving home. WSJ's Robert Lee Hotz 
reports.(Originally published 04/2010). 

"It is good news from a conservation point of view," said geographer Peter Fretwell at the British 
Antarctic Survey in Cambridge, England, who led the penguin satellite census. "This is the first 
comprehensive census of a species taken from space."  

Although all of Antarctica's wildlife is protected by international treaty, the emperor penguins are 
not an officially endangered species. But they are considered a bellwether of any future climate 
changes in Antarctica because their icy habitat is so sensitive to rising temperatures. 

To track these elusive penguins from space, Mr. Fretwell and his colleagues used high-
resolution commercial imagery from the Quickbird and WorldView-2 satellites operated by 
DigitalGlobe Inc. in Longmont, Colo. The combined satellite sensors could detect the birds, 
dressed by nature in formal black-and-white feather-wear, against the backdrop of 5.4 million 
square miles of ice. 

Hampered by Antarctica's forbidding conditions, field biologists have tried and failed for more 
than 50 years to get an accurate count of these curious, 90-pound birds who make themselves 
at home in one of Earth's most inhospitable places. They dive more deeply than any other bird, 
as deep as 1,800 feet, and breed on ice shelves during the long night of the Antarctic winter, 
when temperatures plunge to minus 58 degrees Fahrenheit. 

Viewed from orbit 300 miles or more above Earth, each four-foot-high penguin takes up just 
about one pixel in a precision satellite image.  

In the new study, scientists first located the emperor-penguin breeding colonies by scanning 
satellite images for telltale patches of reddish-brown penguin guano on the ice, which are readily 
spotted from space. By combining monochromatic and color images to sharpen the focus of the 
satellite imagery, the science teams were able to then differentiate between birds, guano and 
shadow.  

"From outer space, all you can see at first is ice and a little brown stain," said research fellow 
Michelle LaRue at the University of Minnesota's Polar Geospatial Center. "Then we are able to 
zoom right in. The penguins are these itty-bitty black dots that pepper the ice." 

Previous attempts to count emperor penguins systematically have been thrown off because field 
biologists could survey the penguin rookeries only during the extended daylight of the Antarctic 
summer, when conditions are relatively balmy and the penguins usually are scattered, feeding 
at sea. Some colonies had not been counted for decades and many more had never been 
surveyed at all, the researchers said. 

By using satellites, the researchers were able to conduct their census when the emperor 
penguins were still gathered at their breeding grounds to tend their young. 

"The beauty of the satellites is that you can count all the colonies around the Antarctic coastline 
at one go in one breeding season," said Mr. Fretwell. 



The researchers hope that their census, funded by the U.S. National Science Foundation, will 
become the benchmark against which the future health of the species can be measured. 

"For penguins, it is particularly important, because there are predictions that we might lose 
emperor-penguin colonies due to changing environmental conditions," Mr. Fretwell said. "We 
hope to continue monitoring the emperor population over the coming seasons to see if it is 
stable or if it declines." 

  
  
The Corner 
Right on Cue, Joe Biden Discusses the 'War on Women' 
by Charles Cooke 
  
This week, Hilary Rosen, who is to communications what Mohammed Saeed al-Sahaf (We 
know him as Baghdad Bob) was to information, said this: 

“Can we just get rid of this word, “war on women”? The Obama campaign does not use it, 
President Obama does not use it — this is something that the Republicans are accusing people 
of using, but they’re actually the ones spreading it.” 

Although a huge number of Democrats have used the phrase — Jim Geraghty has compiled an 
excellent list — Rosen was technically correct that the Obama team hadn’t used it. 

Until yesterday, that is. Enter Joe Biden, right on cue: 

Vice President Joe Biden said Thursday he believes the right’s “war on women is real” and 
could be particularly salient during the multiple Supreme Court appointments he expects to 
come during the next president’s term. 

“I think the war on women is real,” Biden said in an interview he sat for with MSNBC’s Ed 
Schultz as part of a campaign trip to New Hampshire to talk up the Buffett rule. “And, look, I tell 
you where it’s going to intensify: The next president of the United States is going to get to name 
one and possibly two or more members of the Supreme Court.” 

As Jonah Goldberg brilliantly chronicles in the latest issue of National Review, Biden can pretty 
much always be relied upon to ruin everything. Still, the second part of his speech gives an 
insight into one of the framing tactics the Obama administration is going to employ in the run-up 
to November, especially if Obamacare is struck down. 

  
  



 
  
  
  

 



  
  

 
  

 



 

 



 
  

 
  
 


